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Preface
The following essay is the result of an invitation to present »something
Babylonian« at the symposium »Mathematics and the State« at the XVIIIth
International Congress of History of Science, Hamburg/Munich, 1st-9th
August 1989. I took advantage of the opportunity to attempt a synthesis
of a number of approaches to the »anthropology« of Mesopotamian
mathematics, each concentrating on specific aspects, in which I have
engaged myself at various occasions during the last decade. Evidently I
have made no effort to repeat everything which I have said at these earlier
occasions on the subject; on the contrary, the attempt at synthesis has led
me to change quite a few formulations and to shift the emphasis at certain
points. Furthermore, of course, new epigraphic and archaeological material
as well as new interpretations of familiar sources have come up during
the 1980es. I will certainly not be aware of everything, especially not
outside the domain of mathematical texts; none the less, what has come
to my knowledge since 1980 weighs heavily at several points.
Of special importance has been the series of Berlin Workshops on
Concept Development in Babylonian Mathematics (four to date). As it will
be clear from the references, the synthesis draws extensively on work done
by the members of this workshop, in particular on the works of Peter
Damerow, Robert Englund, Jöran Friberg, Hans Nissen and Marvin Powell.
It is a pleasure for me to express my gratitude to all of them for inspiration,
discussions and invaluable information. I am also thankful to Denise
Schmandt-Besserat for her constant efforts to keep me oriented on her
results by means of offprints; to Michael Boakye-Yeadom, Pernille Jensen,
Charlotte Justesen, Lucca Weis Kalckar, Morten Hjort Mikkelsen and
Carsten Smith Petersen, who gave me the occasion to supervize a student
project on state formation theory and state formation in early Mesopotamia
in the Spring term 1989; and (as so often!) to the staff of the interlibrary
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service of Roskilde University Library, without whose kind and effective
assistance I would never have been able to engage in Mesopotamian
studies.
Special thanks are due to Herbert Mehrtens and Walter Purkert,
organizers of the symposium »Mathematics and the State«. Had it not been
for their invitation to the symposium I would certainly not have under-
taken anything as venturesome as a global analysis of the relation between
Mesopotamian mathematics and the social and cultural forces moulding
and moulded by the early Mesopotamian state.
I dedicate the work to the memory of Kenneth O. May, who in 1974
commented upon my first amateurish attempt at broad historical syntheses
that although he agreed with my general thesis and found the generaliza-
tions plausible, what was needed was specific examples in which the
interactions between mathematics and other phases of culture was »traced
out and verified in detail« (his emphasis). I hope the present work would
have been to his taste.
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I. Mathematics and the early state
In his famous and somewhat notorious book on »Oriental Despotism«,
Karl Wittfogel [1957:29f] presented a simple thesis connecting the first
development of mathematics and astronomy with the rise of the early
»Oriental« state —viz that the state was »hydraulic«, i.e., developed in order
to plan large-scale irrigation, and that mathematics and mathematical
astronomy were created for that purpose:
(A) The need for reallocating the periodically flooded fields and determining the
dimension and bulk of hydraulic and other structures provide continual
stimulation for developments in geometry and arithmetic. [...] Obviously the
pioneers and masters of hydraulic society were singularly well equipped to
lay the foundations for two mayor and interrelated sciences: astronomy and
mathematics.
As a rule, the operations of time keeping and scientific measuring and
counting were performed by official dignitaries or by priestly (or secular)
specialists attached to the hydraulic regime. Wrapped in a cloak of magic
and astrology and hedged with profound secrecy, these mathematical and
astronomical operations became the means both for improving hydraulic
production and bulwarking the superior power of hydraulic leaders.
This thesis is in fact widely held, though often in less outspoken and
rigid form. As also observed by Wittfogel, it was already proposed by
Herodotos to explain the presumed Egyptian origin of geometry. My reason
to take Wittfogel’s very explicit statement as my starting point is that it
exposes the problematic nature of the conventional thesis so clearly. If we
concentrate on Mesopotamia, Wittfogel is wrong on all factual accounts
(Egypt would come out no better):
— Irrigation systems only became a bureaucratic concern (and then only
in certain periods) many centuries after the rise of statal bureaucracy
(which took place in the later fourth millennium1). No doubt the
1 The date is B.C., of course, like all dates in the following. And approximate, like
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irrigation economy provided the surplus needed to feed the bureau-
cracy; but it was taken care of locally, and often by kin-based communi-
ties (as it often is even in today’s Iraq)2.
— Old Babylonian mathematical texts (c. 1700 B.C.) deal with construction
of irrigation works, but only with the need for manpower, the wages
to be paid, and the volume of earth involved. The dimensions of the
constructions were not determined mathematically.
— Neither the sacred nor the secular calender were ever involved in
irrigation planning in Mesopotamia.
— Mathematical astronomy was only created almost 3000 years after the
rise of the state, and was concerned with the moon and the planets,
i.e., irrelevant for irrigation planning.
— Even astrology is a late invention. Only in the first millennium are
bureaucratic computation and occult endeavours of any sort connected
through a common group of practitioners.
The easy version of the connection between the rise of the state and
the development of mathematics (in Mesopotamia and elsewhere) is thus
an illusion. In order to approach the issue in a profitable way we will have
to ask some apparently trite questions: what is a state, and what is
mathematics—if we are to discuss the two entities in the perspective of
the Bronze rather than the Atomic Age.
II. The early state, and its origin
In his book, Wittfogel points [ibid., 383-386] to two classical approaches
to the problem of early state formation—both due to Friedrich Engels.
Engels summarizes the thesis of Die Ursprung der Familie, des Privateigentums
und des Staats as follows (MEW XXI, 166f):
all dates below!
2 See, e.g., [R. McC. Adams 1982], and [C. C. Lamberg-Karlovsky 1976:62f].
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(B) Da der Staat entstanden ist aus dem Bedürfnis, Klassengegensätze im Zaum
zu halten, da er aber gleichzeitig mitten im Konflikt dieser Klassen entstanden
ist, so ist er in der Regel Staat der mächtigsten, ökonomisch herschenden Klasse,
die vermittelst seiner auch politisch herrschenden Klasse wird und so neue
Mittel erwirbt zur Niederhaltung und Ausbeutung der unterdrückten Klasse.
In Anti-Dühring, on the other hand, he considers the state as »Verselbständi-
gung der gesellschaftlichen Funktion gegenüber der Gesellschaft« which
then, as the opportunity presented itself, changed from servant to master,
be it »als orientalischer Despot oder Satrap, als griechischer Stammesfürst,
als keltischer Clanchef u.s.w.«, but where it shall still be remembered that
»der politischen Herrschaft überall eine gesellschaftsliche Amtstätigkeit
zugrunde lag« (MEW XX, 166f).
Both points of view are present in the standard references of modern
political anthropology. According to Morton Fried’s Evolution of Political
Society, the state arises as »a collection of specialized institutions and
agencies, some formal and others informal, that maintain an order of
stratification« [Fried 1967:235], where a »stratified society« itself is
understood as one »in which members of the same sex and equivalent age
status do not have equal access to the basic resources that sustain life«
[ibid., 186]—i.e., in a generalized sense, a class society. Elman Service, on
the other hand, sees statal organization as the result of a quantitative and
often gradual development from »relatively simple hierarchical-bureaucratic
chiefdoms, under some unusual conditions, into much larger, more complex
bureaucratic empires« [1975:306]. The chiefdom itself is a hierarchical
organization legitimized by social functions wielded by the chief for
common benefit (according to Service mostly functions of a redistributive
nature) in a theocratic frame of reference, where »economic and political
functions were all overlaid or subsumed by the priestly aspects of the
organization« [ibid., 305].
Another oft-quoted contributor to the general debate should be singled
out for relevance for the following. Robert Carneiro, arguing (1981:58) that
»what a chief gets from redistribution proper is esteem, not power«,
observes [ibid., 61] that
(C) As long as a chief merely returns everything he has been handed, he gains
nothing in wealth or power. Only when he begins to keep a large part of it,
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sharing with his retainers and supporters but not beyond that, does his power
begin to augment.
But the power of a chief to appropriate and retain food does not flow
automatically from his right to collect and redistribute it. Villagers freely
allow a chief to equalize each family’s share of meat or fish or crops
through redistribution because they benefit from it. But they will not
willingly suffer the same chief to keep the lion’s share of food for himself.
Before doing this, he must acquire additional power, and that power must
come from some other source.
Power, then, depends on the ability of the chief to transform redistribu-
tion proper (where the chief retains only a small percentage of what passes
through his hands) into tribute or taxation, where he keeps a large part for
himself and for the »core of officials, warriors, henchmen, retainers, and
the like who will be personally loyal to him and through whom he can
issue orders and have them obeyed« [ibid., 61]. The origin of this transfor-
mation Carneiro sees in warfare resulting from population pressure. Warfare
is the reason that early class societies consist of three and not just two
classes [ibid., 65]:
(D) The two classes that are added to a society as it develops are a lower class
and an upper class, and the rise of these two classes is closely interrelated.
The lower class [...] consists initially of prisoners who are turned into slaves
and servants. At the same time, however, an upper class also emerges,
because those who capture and keep slaves, or have slaves bestowed upon
them, gain wealth, prestige, leisure and power through being able to
command the labor of these slaves.
Even though considering the transition »from autonomous villages, through
chiefdoms and states, to empires« as a continuous process [ibid., 67],
Carneiro finally finds it useful to distinguish the state [ibid., 69, quoting
idem 1970:733] as
(E) an autonomous political unit, encompassing many communities within its
territory and having a centralized government with the power to draft men
for war or work, levy and collect taxes, and decree and enforce laws.
Though illustrated by references to ethnographic and historical material,
the theories cited here are general theories. During the last 15 to 20 years
they have been tried out by specialists on a large number of single cases,
which has provided many insights into the applicability of the concepts
involved and into the historical variability of the diverse processes to which
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the theories make appeal. It would lead too far to discuss them in general3,
and I shall only quote two of special relevance for the Mesopotamian case.
Firstly, in a discussion of Archaic Greece Runciman [1982:351] distinguishes
»the emergence of a state from nonstate or stateless forms of social
organization« by »these necessary and jointly sufficient criteria«:
(F) Specialization of governmental roles; centralization of enforceable authority;
permanence, or at least more than ephemeral stability, of structure; and
emancipation from real or fictive kinship as the basis of relations between the
occupants of governmental roles and those whom they govern.
Secondly, working on Mesopotamian and Iranian material Henry T.
Wright and Gregory A. Johnson [1975:267] formulate a description focusing
»on the total organization of decision-making activities rather than on any
list of criteria«, defining a state
(G) as a society with specialized administrative activities. By »administrative«
we mean »control«, thus including what is commonly termed »politics«
under administration. In states as defined for purposes of this study,
decision-making activities are differentiated or specialized in two ways.
First, there is a hierarchy of control in which the highest level involves
making decisions about other, lower-order decisions rather than about any
particular condition or movement of material goods or people. Any society
with three or more levels of decision-making hierarchy must necessarily
involve such specialization because the lowest or first-order decision-
making will be directly involved in productive and transfer activities and
second-order decision-making will be coordinating these and correcting
their material errors. However, third-order decision-making will be
concerned with coordinating and correcting these corrections. Second, the
effectiveness of such a hierarchy of control is facilitated by the complemen-
tary specialization of information processing activities into observing,
summarizing, message-carrying, data-storing, and actual decision-making.
This both enables the efficient handling of masses of information and
decisions moving through a control hierarchy with three or more levels,
and undercuts the independence of subordinates.
Unless »information«, »data-storing« etc. are taken in a rather loose
sense, societies traditionally regarded as indubitable states (like Charle-
magne’s Empire) may well fall outside this definition. But in the Irano-
3 A large number of case studies and further references will be found in [Claessen
& Skalník 1978] and in [Gledhill, Bender & Larsen 1988].
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Mesopotamian case the authors succeed in making it operational by means
of sophisticated archaeology and through the application of geographical
»central place theory«. Furthermore, the specific definition of »control«
involved may serve to distinguish the specific character of Irano-Meso-
potamian state formation.
Control, indeed, may differ in kind—even control developed to the
degree of vertical and horizontal specialization and division of labour
described by Wright & Johnson. But if control and decision-making involve
intense message-carrying and data-storing as the fundament for further
decision-making, as was the case in Mesopotamia (cf. below), then some
means for accounting and the handling of data must develop together with
the state—be it writing and numerical notations, be it something like the
Andean quipu, be it some third possibility. For this same reason, indeed,
»archaeologists like[d] to use "writing" as a criterion of civilization«
(roughly synonymous with statal culture), as Gordon Childe pointed out
in 19504, while at the same time himself pointing to the equally important
role of accounting [ibid., 14]. This brings us back to the problem of
Mesopotamia.
III. The rise of states in Southern Mesopotamia
The centre of early Mesopotamian state formation was the southernmost
part of Mesopotamia (»Sumer«); furthermore, for the whole period which
I am going to consider in depth, the essential developments as far as
mathematics is concerned took place in the Sumerian and Babylonian
South-to-centre—whence the above caption. A description of the pre-historic
development, however, cannot be circumscribed meaningfully to this area—
already because most of the Sumerian territory was covered by water
during the larger part of the prehistoric period, but also because much
4 [Childe 1950:3]. A recent comprehensive discussion of the connection between
state formation, writing and alternatives to writing is [M. Tr. Larsen 1988].
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